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How to Convert between Lithology and Numeric Voxels
Youmay want to convert a known voxel attribute to a different attribute through the use of a lookup table.
For example, youmay have a lithology voxel compiled from drillhole or other information, and youmay
want to represent the rock densities, electric conductivity or seismic velocity of this voxel. The voxel
conversion would call upon a lookup file to make the one-to-one conversion.

The lookup file tabulates the relationship between the rock types and their density and/or conductivity
and/or velocity. Such tables are widely available through geo-scientific publications.

To Convert from a Lithology to a Density Voxel
1. From the 3D menu, select Voxel Conversions | Lithology to Numeric Voxel.

The Lithology to Numeric Voxel dialog opens.

2. Click the button to select the Input Lithology voxel to convert, followed by theOutput numeric
voxel. In this document we will assume lithology to density conversion.

3. Select the Lithology table previously compiled in a CSV format.

4. The numeric fields in the lookup table are displayed in a drop-down list of theOutput property
entry. Select the field that contains the desired density information.



5. Click OK and the output voxel will be displayed.

The lookup table must have a header clearly indicating the lithology, index and density fields.
Additional fields may be present. A sample lookup file is illustrated on the next page:
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To Convert from a Lithology to a Density Voxel

The lithology voxel is stored as the rock index values and not strings.

There is a one-to-one relationship going from a rock code to a numeric density. However, at this
time, when going from densities to rock indices, the rock densities in the table are sorted and for
each voxel point, the first rock type associated with a density is assigned on output. Rocks have
a wide range of densities and different rock types may have overlapping densities. Currently, this
tool does not address this complexity.

All rock codes present in the voxel but not in the lookup table will be set to dummies on output.
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